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IMPORTANCE OF ....  
The Gemara (Shabbos 31a) relates that a gentile overheard the 
Posuk: suptu iauj uagh rat ohsdcv vktu being taught, and asked 
who would wear such clothing. He was told that it was the Kohen 
Gadol, and so he approached Shammai, asking to convert on 
condition that he be the Kohen Gadol. Shammai rejected him, but 
Hillel converted him, instructing him to study the laws of a Kohen 
Gadol, where he learned that he could not attain that position. 
Tosafos (Yevamos 109b) comments that we should not accept 
converts hastily unless we see effort and eagerness to convert, 
such as we find when Yehoshua converted Rachav and Naomi 
converted Rus. Although we don’t see eagerness on the part of the 
gentile whom Hillel converted, we must conclude that Hillel 
sensed that he was sincere. Tosafos further explains that we 
derive respect for eagerness from Timna, who wished to convert 
but was rejected by Avrohom, Yitzchok and Yaakov, until she 
became a Pilegesh to Elifaz and bore Amalek, who became a 
thorn in the side of Bnei Yisroel. The MaHaral (asj rut) points 
out that after every other vkutd we never find as a consequence 
that ohsvh,n .rtv hngn ohcru – many of the indigenous gentile 
population converted to Judaism. Why did it happen on Purim, 
with the defeat of Haman ? Interestingly, the Posuk describing the 
mass conversion follows after the Posuk describing how 
Mordechai wore royal clothing. There apparently seems to be 
something about Bigdei Malchus and Bigdei Kehunah which 
attracts converts. The MaHaral states that Amalek had blocked 
conversions because his mother had suffered from conversion 
rejection. However, this ended after Haman’s downfall. The 
Gemara (Megilah 12a) derives from the Posuk in the Megilah: 
,rtp, reh ,tu that Achashveirosh wore Bigdei Kehunah, about 
which the Torah states: ,rtp,ku sucfk …  asue hsdc ,hagu. Why 
did Achashveirosh wear Bigdei Kehunah ? Perhaps, to reduce and 
demean the power of Jewish Begadim to attract converts.          

QUESTION OF THE WEEK:  
How could one be tmuh a bona fide Mishloach Manos with all 
Hidurim on Purim, and “lose” the mitzvah much later ?   

ANSWER TO LAST WEEK:  
(When is it preferable for an adult to do an aveirah, rather than a minor?)  
A Sofer had prepared a sign of ‘sk rgav vz to be hung over the 
Shul entrance. A rascal took it and hung it in the bathroom such 
that it couldn’t be moved. The Chasam Sofer (Likutim 6:8) ruled 
that if no goy was available, an adult Jew should erase Hashem’s 
name from the sign. A minor should not be used for fear he may 
mistakenly assume he can be lenient in other areas as well. 

DIN'S CORNER:  
Although you can be tmuh Krias HaTorah all year even if the Baal 
Kriah’s vrcv (enunciation) is different than yours, but for 
Parshas Zachor, you must hear it read by someone whose vrcv 
matches yours - Askenazim must hear an Ashkenazi, Sefardim a 
Sefardi, and Polish/Chassidish in that vrcv. (Mikrai Kodesh 7) 

DID YOU KNOW THAT ....   
The Gemara (Yoma 5b) asks, when Moshe dressed Aharon and 
his sons, as the Posuk states: uhbc ,tu .. irvt ,t o,ut ,ackvu, how 
was it done ? One opinion says he dressed Aharon completely 
first, and then his sons. Another opinion says he dressed them all  
,jt ,cc – at once. How could he do that ? The Gemara explains 
that he dressed Aharon up to his belt (ybct), and then did the 
same to his sons. He then put on Aharon’s belt and the belts of his 
sons one after the other, and since he did not interrupt that 
sequence, it is called ,jt ,cc. The Shevus Yaakov (1:129) proves 
from here that although the Beis Yosef (z”gvt 169) rules that when 
a left-handed man performs Chalitzah, his sister-in-law must 
remove both of his shoes ,jt ,cc, it is still acceptable, and even 
preferable to remove them one at a time, which still qualifies as 
,jt ,cc. Similarly, the Gemara (Pesachim 108b) states that if 
one drank the 4 cups of wine on Pesach night “,jt ,cc” he has 
not fulfilled the mitzvah. The Rashbam explains ,jt ,cc as 
drinking all 4 cups, one after the other, rather than interspersed 
throughout the Seder as arranged by the Mishna. The Shulchan 
Aruch (j”ut 690:15) rules that one should read Haman’s ten sons 
in one breath (,jt vnhabc) to publicize that they were all killed 
and hung as one. The Adnei Paz discusses how we know that they 
were all killed and hung this way. He concludes that just as we 
consider the fact that Moshe dressed Aharon and his sons with 
belts, one after the other, without any intervening garments, and 
this qualifies as ,jt ,cc, so too, the fact that in the Megilah the 
deaths of all 10 sons are listed one after the other without any 
others intervening, indicates that they all were killed as ,jt.      

A Lesson Can Be Learned From:  
R’ Chaim Brisker was once visiting in the town of Lodz, Poland. As he 
had not yet heard the Torah reading for that day, he was searching for a 
minyan of men that had also not heard the reading yet. R’ Moshe 
Landinsky told R’ Chaim that according to the RaN, he only needed a 
majority – 6 people, who had not heard the Torah reading. R’ Chaim 
exclaimed: “There is no such RaN !”. R’ Moshe took out a Gemara 
Megilah and turned to the RaN on 3a, and proceeded to read the RaN’s 
commentary, where he confirms that Megilah reading needs a minyan, 
even if it is not included in the Gemara’s list, and where he quotes the 
Ramban who says that Megilah reading may be different from Torah 
reading, which requires a minyan or a majority of one… R’ Chaim 
responded by saying that one must pause between the word minyan, 
and the words “or a majority of one”. The words “or a majority of one” 
do not refer back to Torah reading, but rather to Borchu and Kaddish, 
which are the very next concepts in the RaN. R’ Chaim then said “Do 
not imagine that I have encyclopedic knowledge of all the RaN’s 
commentaries. I don’t. However, I do know that the author of Chayei 
Adam – R’ Avrohom Danzig, was accepted by all as an authority in 
Halacha. He remains in doubt over whether Torah reading requires a full 
minyan that have not heard the Kriah as of yet. If the Chayei Adam 
remains doubtful, there can not have been a RaN which states so 
conclusively that a full minyan is not necessary. 
P.S. Sholosh Seudos sponsored this week by the Sternberg family. 


